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There are 4 legal nexus contained in the fake mortgage: the deal contract 
of house, loan relations, mortgage and warranty. No explicit definition for fake 
mortgage is there in Chinese legal system, so that few of cases are disclosed 
and judged. The main types of this paper’ researching are the ones of “Senhao” 
case in which the bank knows and participates. 
In practice, the fake mortgage is judged as ineffective contract, voidable 
contract. However, fake mortgage is usually committed massively. It seriously 
endangers society, violating the criminal law. But it should not be judged as 
contract bilk guilt or crime of loan fraud, but crime of loan swindle. 
Fake mortgage ruins the stability of credit financing’s order, and does a 
huge harm to the customers of real estate. Fake mortgage emerges during the 
certain procession of fake mortgage, involving many parities including the 
developers of real estate, the bank the customers in name and the intermediaries. 
This paper defines the “fake mortgage” through analyzing the types of fake 
mortgage especially the most typical 2 of them. This paper’s searching focus on 
2 types of fake mortgage—— the one as the illegal financing channel; and the 
one as an approach of price ramping. It explores the reason of the fake 
mortgage’s existence with the solutions of law and economics, and offers the 
relative legal solutions. 
The reason of fake mortgage’ s existence includes—— the inescapable 
cost and legal cost is too low, the ownership structure of the bank is incomplete, 
that leads to the moral hazards during the administration, and however the 
customers in name bears no risk. 
The legal solutions for the fake mortgage are —— first of all, determine 
the legal nature of fake mortgage precisely. Increase the moral cost of the actual 
controllers of the developers during committing fake mortgage, weaken the 














set a precise and equitable legal cost. On the other hand, as for the bank, It’s 
necessary to formulate the workers and the branches’ legal obligation, and to 
deepen the revolution of the ownership structure of the bank and produces the 
professional manager market. As for the government, since it owns the 
information source of superiority, is obliged to perfect the legal institutions of 
supervision and information disclosure.  
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